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Abstract
The paper considers the applicability of small perturbation theory to assessing the variations of the prompt neutron 
lifetime caused by variations in the isotope composition of a lead-cooled fast reactor. The generalized small perturba-
tion theory formulas have been developed to calculate derivatives of the prompt neutron lifetime regarded as a bilinear 
neutron flux and neutron worth ratio. A numerical algorithm has been proposed for the step-by-step application of the 
small perturbation theory formulas to assess the prompt neutron lifetime variations caused by a major perturbation in 
the reactor isotope composition, e.g. by the complete change of the material used earlier as the neutron reflector. The 
advantage of the proposed approach has been shown which consists in that it is basically possible to determine the role 
of different neutron reactions, isotopes and energy groups in and their contributions to the total prompt neutron lifetime 
variation caused by major changes in the reactor isotope composition.
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Introduction

Neutronic and optimization calculations of nuclear re-
actors involve the need for comparing a variety of alter-
native designs in terms of multiple parameters that are 
important to ensuring efficient and safe operation of the 
reactor. These parameters include effective multiplication 
factor, breeding ratio, temperature and density reactivity 
coefficients, prompt neutron lifetime, effective fraction of 

delayed neutrons, etc. Some of these parameters can be 
presented as bilinear functionals of the neutron flux den-
sity of the following type:

,

where a(r, E) and b(r, E) are the kernels of the func-
tionals; and φ(r, E) is the energy spatial neutron flux 
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distribution. Here and hereinafter, the curly brack-
ets show the integration across the variables domain. 
Bilinear functionals include power peaking factors and 
breeding ratios.

Some of the other parameters may have the form of 
bilinear functionals of the neutron flux density and worth 
as shown below:

where φ+(r, E) is the energy spatial neutron worth dis-
tribution. Bilinear functionals include reactivity coeffi-
cients, prompt neutron lifetime, and effective fraction of 
delayed neutrons.

This paper deals with investigating the possibility for 
using small perturbation theory to estimate the prompt 
neutron lifetime variations as a bilinear functional of the 
neutron flux density and neutron worth in the event of ma-
jor perturbations in the reactor isotope composition. An 
example was considered involving the complete change 
of the neutron reflector material in the course of which 
natural lead was changed for the material with a very 
small neutron absorption capacity. This is radiogenic lead 
with a high content of the 208Pb isotope.

Some publications (Apse et al. 2010; Kulikov et al. 
2010; Shmelev et al. 2013; Kulikov et al. 2017) show that 
the use of radiogenic lead with a high content of lead-
208 as coolant and the neutron reflector, instead of natural 
lead, leads to a substantial gain in the neutronic and ther-
mophysical performance of a fast reactor. Besides, poor 
absorption of neutrons in physically thick radiogenic lead 
reflector is expected to lengthen greatly the prompt neu-
tron lifetime and, therefore, increase, to a certain extent, 
the reactor resistance to fast power excursions.

An attempt was made in Apse et al.2012 to use general-
ized small perturbation theory to estimating the sensitivi-
ty of the prompt neutron lifetime to a minor change of the 
fast reactor isotope composition. It has been shown that 
the influence of a comparatively small (~ 10%) change in 
the concentrations of a fissionable isotope and lead cool-
ant on the prompt neutron lifetime is estimated by gener-
alized small perturbation theory with a sufficiently good 
accuracy (0.05–0.5%). This paper makes an attempt to 
use generalized small perturbation theory to estimate the 
influence of major reactor isotope composition perturba-
tions (up to 100%) on the prompt neutron lifetime.

Formulas of small perturbation 
theory for bilinear functionals

The reactor flux density distribution equation can be writ-
ten in the following operator form:

L r E � r E
1

Ke
Q r E � r E , (1)

where L r E  is the operator that describes the neutron 
transport, absorption and moderation; Q r E  is the oper-
ator that describes the fission neutron generation and Keff 
is the effective multiplication factor.

For a unidimensional model of a nuclear reactor and 
multi-group diffusion approximation, equation (1) and its 
operators L r E  and Q r E  can be presented as follows:

1
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where α is the geometry indicator; k, m are the energy 
group numbers; D is the diffusion coefficient; φ(r) is the 
neutron flux density; Σcdf is the neutron capture, fission 
and moderation cross-section; ωz

2 is the geometrical pa-
rameter; χ is the fission neutron spectrum; ν×Σf is the fis-
sion neutron generation macroscopic cross-section; and 
Σm→k is the neutron intergroup transition macroscopic 
cross-section.

According to small perturbation theory (Stumbur 
1976), the sensitivity of the effective multiplication factor 
to the reactor isotope composition variations can be pre-
sented as the following bilinear functional (2):

where ρl,i is the concentration of the l isotope in zone i.
The equation that describes the energy spatial dis-

tribution of the neutron worth is similar to equation (1) 
and differs from that in using Lagrange conjugate oper-
ators, i.e.

L r E �
J
r E

1

Ke
Q r E �

J
r E

J

�
 (3)

An important advantage of formula (2) is that it al-
lows estimating the contribution of different processes 
(interzone and intergroup transitions of neutrons, and 
neutron absorption, moderation and multiplication), 
different isotopes and energy groups to the full value of 
the derivative (sensitivity) Keff for the concentrations of 
isotopes. Unfortunately, small perturbation theory for-
mulas make it possible to estimate variations Keff with 
a good accuracy only with small perturbations in the 
reactor isotope composition.

There is a generalized small perturbation theory for 
linear and bilinear functionals that allows variations of 
functionals to be quantified with comparatively small 
changes of the isotope composition.

The key ideas of generalized small perturbation theory 
for bilinear functional (Khromov 1989, Kantorovich and 
Akilov 2004) are described in brief below.

General formalism suggests that an extended function-
al (Lagrangian operator) is built, in which equations de-
scribing the neutron flux density and value distributions 
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are added to the sought-after functional through Lagrang-
ian multipliers.
F J �

J
r E L � r E

1

Ke
Q � r E

�J r E L � r E
1

Ke
Q � r E

Equations can be obtained from the condition of the 
Lagrangian stationarity for Lagrange multipliers and the 
small perturbation theory formula. These equations have 
the following form:

L r E �
J
r E

1

Ke
Q r E �

J
r E

J

�
 (4)

L r E �J r E
1

Ke
Q r E �J r E

J

�
 (5)

where the functional derivatives in the right-hand mem-
bers can be calculated as follows:

It can be easily shown that the functional derivatives 
are orthogonal with respect to the solutions of respective 
homogeneous equations, that is

J

� r E
� r E 0

J

� r E
� r E 0

According to the Fredholm alternative, it follows from 
this that solutions exist for heterogeneous equations (4) 
and (5). This results in the following two systems of ho-
mogeneous and heterogeneous equations.

Homogeneous equations:

L r E � r E
1

Ke
Q r E � r E

L r E � r E
1

Ke
Q r E � r E

 (6)

Heterogeneous equations:

L r E �J r E
1

Ke
Q r E �J r E

J

�

L r E �J r E
1

Ke
Q r E �

J
r E

J

�

 (7)

These systems need to be solved successively since 
the functional derivatives in the right-hand members of 
heterogeneous equations (6) can be determined only by 
finding the solution to homogeneous equations (7).

If the systems of homogeneous and heterogeneous 
equations (6) and (7) are solved, the Lagrangian variance 
caused, i.e. by the variance of the l isotope concentration 
in zone i, can be calculated as follows:

F J

r E
r E
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r E
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r E
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It was proved in the functional analysis theory (Khro-
mov 1989; Kantorovich and Akilov 2004) that the La-
grangian operator F at the stationary point is equal to 
the sought-after functional J, the first-order variance of 
the Lagrangian operator F is equal to the variance of the 
first-order functional J, and the uncertainty of the func-
tional J has the second order of smallness with respect to 
the uncertainties in defining the functions φ(r, E), φ+(r, 
E), φJ(r, E) and φJ

+ (r, E).
Therefore, it is expression (8) that is the small perturba-

tion theory formula for the sought-after bilinear functional.

Use of small perturbation theory 
for estimating prompt neutron 
lifetime variations

The described procedure for calculating the sensitivity of 
bilinear functionals was put in the TIME26 code (Apse 
and Shmelev 2008). Test calculations were undertaken 
for a unidimensional spherical model of a lead-cooled fast 
reactor (Orlov et al. 2000) with lead reflector. The geo-
metrical model included three reactor cores with the same 
content of the plutonium fraction in mixed uranium-plu-
tonium nitride fuel but with different fuel rod diameters, 
and a lead side shield. The prompt neutron lifetime was 
considered as the bilinear functional:

The key objective of the calculations was to estimate 
the variation of this functional with the complete change 
of the side shield material (natural lead) for lead-208 us-
ing small perturbation theory formula (8). The prompt 
neutron lifetime is specific as a bilinear functional in that 
the whole of the contribution to its variation is provid-
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ed only by the terms in expression (8) that describe the 
neutron leakage, absorption and moderation processes. 
The small perturbation theory formula (8) can be used to 
produce the prompt neutron lifetime derivative lp from ρl, 

i, that is, from the concentration of the l isotope in zone i:

lp

l i
J
r E

L

l i

r E r E
L

l i

r E  (9)

In more details, the components in expression (9) can 
be written as:
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By summing up the components in these expressions, 
one can identify the contributions of individual processes 
to the prompt neutron lifetime derivative:

 –  contribution of the neutron radial interzone transi-
tions and leakage:

lp

l i

jr J
r E

D

l i

r E

r E
D

l i
J r E

 – contribution of the axial neutron leakage:
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 – contribution of the neutron absorption:
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 – contribution of the neutron moderation (spectral effect):
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If desired, expression (9) can be detailed further and 
the contributions of individual geometrical zones and en-
ergy groups to the prompt neutron lifetime derivative can 
be determined.

Fig. 1 presents the curves that characterize the prompt 
neutron lifetime prolongation as the result of the gradual 
natural lead change for lead-208 in the neutron reflector 
with a variable thickness.

It can be seen from the above curves that the most 
intensive growth in the prompt neutron lifetime lp takes 
place at the closing change stage when the final per-
centage of natural lead is displaced by lead-208. This 
is expressed especially graphically in the thick (3 m) 
reflector design. If the fraction of lead-208 is increased 
from zero to 20% at the initial stage, then lp  increases 
from 3 μs to only 4 μs. And if the fraction of lead-208 
grows from 80 to 100% at the closing stage, than lp  in-
creases from 33 μs to 705 μs. With the five remaining 
natural lead percent, the lifetime grows nearly fourfold, 
from 180 μs with 95% of lead-208 to 705 μs with 100% 
of lead-208.

The explanation is that natural lead as such contains 
much lead-208 (52.4%). Therefore, the full content of 
lead-208 in the reflector increases insignificantly at 
the initial change stage. It is only at the closing stage, 
when the fraction of lead-208 tends to 100%, that the 
lp prolongation is the greatest thanks to its unique neu-
tronic properties (very small absorption and modera-
tion of neutrons).

The use of small perturbation theory (9) makes it pos-
sible to assess the role played by the neutron interzone 
transitions, absorption and moderation in the growth of 
lp . Unfortunately, small perturbation theory is called so 
exactly because it allows predicting variations in the 
sought-after functionals and estimating the contributions 
of different processes to these variations with rather small 
variances of controlling parameters. The complete change 
of the reflector material cannot be called a small pertur-
bation. Actually, as can be seen in Fig. 1, the complete 
change of natural lead for lead-208 in the thick (3 m) re-
flector prolongs the prompt neutron lifetime from 3 μs to 
705 μs, that is, by a factor of more than 200.

Figure 1. Prompt neutron lifetime as a function of the 208Pb frac-
tion in the Pb reflector.
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A possibility however exists for overcoming this dif-
ficulty. The process of substituting natural lead for lead-
208 can be broken down into such number of stages with-
in each of which the small perturbation theory formulas 
predict the variation of lp  and estimate the contributions 
of different processes to this variation with an acceptable 
accuracy. This opens up the possibility for tracing, in a 
step-by-step manner, the evolution of variations in the 
contributions of different processes to the growth of lp  
with the gradual substitution of natural lead for lead-208. 
Further, by summing up these stepwise contributions, one 
can estimate the total contribution of different processes 
to the overall prolongation of lp  even with major isotope 
composition perturbations.

Figs 2, 3 show the evolution of the contributions from 
interzone transitions, absorption and moderation to the 
prompt neutron lifetime prolongation with the gradual 
substitution of natural lead for lead-208 in the thin (0.5 
m) and thick (1 m) reflector. It can be seen that the con-
tribution of smaller neutron absorption in a comparatively 
thin reflector plays a key rather than a dominant role. The 
contribution of smaller absorption becomes rapidly the 

dominant one when the reflector thickness is increased 
from 0.5 m to 1 m. It exceeds 100% at the closing stage 
since the changes in the interzone transitions and modera-
tion (the spectral effect) are minor but shorten the prompt 
neutron lifetime.

By summing up the neutron lifetime prolongations for 
stages of the natural lead gradual substitution for lead-
208, one can estimate the contributions of the neutron 
radial interzone transition, absorption and moderation 
processes to the complete neutron lifetime prolongation. 
These data are presented in Table 1.

It can be seen from these results that, as the reflector 
thickness increases, the role of very small neutron absorp-
tion by lead-208 increases and becomes rapidly dominant. 
Interestingly, the cumulative action of the interzone tran-
sitions and the spectral effect is insignificant but short-
ens the prompt neutron lifetime as the reflector thickness 
is increased.

Conclusions

A stepwise algorithm has been proposed for using small 
perturbation theory formulas to estimate the sensitivity of 
the prompt neutron lifetime to major changes in the nucle-
ar reactor isotope composition. The applicability of such 
approach has been considered for estimating the change 
in the prompt neutron lifetime caused by the complete 
substitution of the reflector material in a lead-cooled fast 
reactor (natural lead was substituted by radiogenic lead 
with the dominant fraction of the lead-208 isotope). The 
gradual stepwise substitution of the reflector material has 
shown that it is possible to use the generalized small per-
turbation theory formulas at each step and obtain the final 
result with a good accuracy (with complete substitution 
of the reflector). The key advantage of the proposed ap-
proach is its capability to identify the role and estimate 
the contribution of all neutron processes, isotopes and 
energy groups to the complete change of the prompt neu-
tron lifetime.
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Table 1. Contributions of the neutron interzone transition, ab-
sorption and moderation to the lifetime prolongation.

Reflector thickness, cm Δlp(jr), % Δlp(Σc), % Δlp(Σd), %
50 17.9 51.6 30.5
100 1.6 97.4 1.0
150 0.09 101.23 –1.32
200 –0.003 100.607 –0.604

Figure 2. Contributions of neutron leakage, absorption and 
moderation to lifetime prolongation (reflector thickness 0.5 m).

Figure 3. Contributions of neutron leakage, absorption and 
moderation to lifetime prolongation (reflector thickness 1 m).
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